iview HD Plus Family Package Manual
This Subscription Package is mainly for family.
When you have iview HD Plus subscription code, you can buy Sub-Device code(s) on the
Second/Third Devices for your family!
With this family package, you can use our iview HD Plus as Multi-Room IPTV/MultiDevices IPTV, Saving money and Enjoy more Family Fun!
How to use it?
Step1 Installed Plus APK on Device A(Master), install Sub-Device APK on Device B(SubDevice/Slave)
Step2 Bind Sub-Device B to Device A by inputting subscription active code which ever
been used on Device A.
Step3 Fill in ‘Sub-Device Code’ to the Device B, after Recharged then can watch Live
Channels & VOD directly.
Manual Details as below:
Sub-Device Application:
Active Code
e9123214143uc

UserID
1111
2222

Type
Master Device
Sub-Device
(Current Device)

Valid Until
2021.06.08
2021.08.17

1. Sub-Device can only run Sub-Device Application and share the valid subscription of
Master Device, Sub-Device doesn't have its own subscription, Sub-Device cannot
recharge any active code.
2. To Use the Sub-Device, there are two steps
a) user has to bind Sub-Device to Master Device by input any of the active code which
ever been used on Master Device, after Sub-Device card has been bound
successfully to the Master Device, user shall be able to see the Master Device
information as above green row.
b) user has to recharge ‘Sub-Device Card’ to active Sub-Device, after Sub-Device
card has been recharged, the user shall be able to see the valid period of SubDevice as above yellow row.
3. Sub-Device can only recharge 'Sub-Device Card'. 'Sub-Device Card' doesn't contain any
subscription of channels. ‘Sub-Device Card’ can be only used to extend the valid period
of Sub-Device device. There are two kinds of Sub-Device Card: 6Month and 12Month. if
Master Device's subscription has expired, Sub-Device cannot watch Channel as well.
4. Sub-Device can only work in same home Network of Master Device". If Master Device
and Sub-Device work from different Network, the user account will be blocked.
=====================================================
Master Application : (normal plus application)
Active Code
912321414912c

UserID
1111
2222
3333

Type
Master(Current Device)
Sub-Device (STB)
Sub-Device (PAD)

Valid Until
2021.06.08
2022.08.11
2020.12.23

1. One Master Device can support two Sub-Devices at maximum.
2. If Master Device is broken, user can move the subscription to a new Master Device without
affect Sub-Device.
Sub-Device ID picture Sample like as bellow:

